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THE GERMANS STILL RETREAT

By Alan Moorehead, representing the Combined British Press

Scilla, Italy,

Saturday night

The Germans are still in retreat, Mile by mile they are withdrawing up the

foot of Italy behind their cratered bridges and named roadways, Tonight, forty hours

after our first landing, the most forward patrols still have had no real contact with

the enemy beyond a little machine gunning and shelling. The landing; made before dawn

this morning at the village of Bagnara just beyond Scilla, was entirely successful.

Again there was no opposition and. this afternoon the main force joined hands with the

Bagnara party* In the'hills the Canadians are driving steadily forward. None of

this headway is particularly fast, A gain of ten miles a day in this country is an

achievement and there are still hundreds of miles of mountains ahead, I had crossed

back to our bases in Sicily last night and when I started, out for the front again this

morning the Straits of Messina were still filled, with this incredible regatta of ships.
It is, of course, a British seat-lane now and. for the first time since Italy went to

war Allied ships can pass through at will. To get into Europe today was rather like

taking a ferry up the Thames. You get your ticket in the form of a written pass and

then walk down to the nearest beach where hundreds of landing; craft are filling up with

men and. cargoes.

(polios two and three not received,)

Along the beaches ore many curious earthworks which the Germans built to assist

their evacuation from Sicily, Here and there German invasion barges are piled up on

the rocks, For the rest the coast is as picturesque and as placid as in peacetime.

Germans inland still have 0 few guns in the mountains and an occasional shell

comes over. Having no vehicle today I hitch-hiked in many different vehicles and

talked to many of the men. For some strange reason two rumours always start at the

front at the beginning of'every campaign. They are,
"we have made a landing in France,

and "Turkey has come into the war,"

It is usually the same two rumours every time and everyone was asking about them

today. As for this campaign the men are taking it with astonishing calm. Already it

is beginning to seem to them that it is a matter of course that they are in Italy, Most

of them have been doing the routine things for so long now the fatigue parties, the

convoys for fuel and supplies - that it docs, not matter to them much what country they

are in, I would like to report that the .invasion of Europe is more exciting than

this but it is not at present. It is just a professional business with the emphasis

heavily on the quartermaster and the engineer. But then anything can happen in war.
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